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FRIENDS OF THE 
SHERMAN SWIFT 

TOWER 

       563-536-2258 
        563-964-2535 

www.shermanswifttower.org 

National, Iowa 

 

SWIFT NIGHT OUT 

The second full weekend (Friday, Saturday and 
Sunday) of August and September, there is a 
continent wide count of roosting swifts during 
the fall migration.  Counts can be reported to 
eBird.   

Roosting swifts have been counted  at the 
Sherman Swift Tower for some time.  In 2014, 
one swift roosted at the Tower; followed by 
these counts:  2016-11 swifts.   2017-8 swifts.  
2019- 13,17,20,17, and 2 swifts. 2022-17 swifts. 
Additionally, there were 2022 counts at St. 
Peter’s Church Garnavillo -3  and at the Kaiser 
home -16.  

Some nights there were no swifts entering the 
chimney we were observing but the year we saw 
hundreds, perhaps over a thousand,  enter a large 
local chimney was unforgettable magic.  

Instructions on how to do a count are on the 
website chimneyswifts.org. This year’s dates are 
August 11, 12, and 13 and September 8, 9  and 
10. Find a site to observe and may the swifts be 
with you.    

COME VISIT THE TOWER! 

Visitors are always welcome at the tower.  An 
audio recording and sign give information about 
the Sherman family and the chimney swifts.   
There is an impressive monument for the 
Sherman family just inside the gate to the 
National Cemetery.  

There were 47 visitors who signed the 2022 
register at the Tower.  Over 1000 people have 
signed the register in the past, representing 32 
states and eight countries.  

 The Tower will be open for tours 1-4 PM  on 
September 2 and 3, 2023. Contact us for tours at 
other times when swifts are not nesting in the 
chimney.  
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SWIFTS  
2022 was the eleventh year of chimney swifts nesting in the Tower. Their first 
arrival was May 15 when 3 swifts flew over National. By June 1st a small nest 
with one egg was in place under the protection of the angled window on the 
south wall of the chimney.  This is the favored site for the nest. On June 14th 
there were three eggs. By June 19, egg laying was completed with five eggs in 
the nest. A swift was seen on the nest on June 30 through the monitor. Due 
to monitor problems and a lack of observations, it was July 26 before five 
small swifts were seen clinging to wall next to the nest. An adult entered the 
chimney and fed the young. By August 20th the nest and chimney were empty 
indicating that all five young swifts fledged but they likely returned to the 
chimney to roost at night. We estimate there were 41 fledges from the 
Tower nest in the last eleven years.  This averages almost 4 fledges per year.   
The chimney swifts put a tremendous amount of effort into producing this 
number. 

The future of chimney swifts….. 
Swifts are beautiful to see in flight, and have a unique chippering that greets you when you are near. 
And they feast on flying insects including mosquitoes, saving you from being on the bottom of that 
food chain.  

Chimney swift populations have decreased by 50% since 1970 according to the 2022 U.S. State of the 
Birds Report; half of the remaining population is in danger of disappearing in the future. The loss of 
nesting sites is likely one factor in declining numbers. Chimney swifts nest almost exclusively in 
chimneys, which are rapidly being capped, covered, removed or replaced.  There is one nesting pair 
per chimney and usually only one brood per year in Northern regions. Considering these realities, 
every nesting site is important. There were two local reports this summer about groups of chimney 
swifts roosting in chimneys during the summer nights. Swifts gather in groups and roost together in 
the fall as part of migration. One possible explanation for this unusual summer roosting is that there 
were not enough nesting sites for the swifts.    

Our FSST group has helped to build four free standing towers in the area. The swifts have used three 
of these towers to raise young.  Swifts have been seem flying near the fourth tower so hope remains 
they may still choose to nest there. One of the towers was built as an Eagle Scout project, the other 

three by local groups on public recreation sites. Please think about building a small free-standing chimney nesting tower near 
you. Information on swift related topics and how you can build a nesting tower is available at chimneyswifts.org. Go to the 
Publication and Merchandise section on this website for instructions on tower construction as well as a video of construction 
of a free-standing tower. The site is hosted by Paul and Georgean Kyle who share a lifetime of information learned studying 
chimney swifts.  

Notes From Althea… 

Althea Sherman papers, 1902-1936. MS49.  Special 
Collections, State Historical Society of Iowa, Des 
Moines .  

Althea Sherman’s interest in birds wasn’t 
limited to warm weather.  1923 provided 
winter opportunities to observe birds.  

January 25  T  8   ..Saw several times four 
chickadees. Two Redpolls came in late 
afternoon as they used to do in former 
winters. Made up a fresh supply of 
mixtures putting a fair portion of the kernals of squash seeds, 
these and the walnuts were ground pretty fine.  

January 27, T. 16 Clear fine day. Two bluejays and a (female) 
cardinal were out of ordinary.  

January 30 T 23 to 34. This morning Amelia called my 
attention to the twitterings of birds in the S. spruce and in a 
few minutes she saw 12-20 small birds fly S. W. They were 
Redpolls, I believe.  

January 31  T 28  Mostly cloudy. Male and female cardinal 
were here together….found the pork rind I tied out yesterday 
and twice I saw her eating from it.  

Feb. 1   T 36  Downy for first time was seen on 
shingle……..two chickadees but not often  

 

         In Memoriam 

 Friends of the Sherman Swift 
Tower lost a long-time 
dedicated member in June.  
Rollie Doerring was always 
available to share his time, 
talents and home to support 
and help with projects. His 
sense of humor lightened 
many of our meetings. He and 
his wife, Marlene, were both 
original members of the FSST 
group. They are missed.  

 The Clayton County Genealogical Society held their meeting at the Tower 
on October 25, 2022. Friends of the Sherman Swift Tower and members 
of the Genealogical Society shared information about the chimney swifts 
and the Sherman sisters.    

 In the photo, David Beck reports the Sherman’s ancestry back to the 
Mayflower. This heritage was a source of great pride to Dr. Amelia and 

Special Archives 
State Historical 
Society Of Iowa 

Five young swifts and an adult 


